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First, we describe how the dataset was constructed for the worked example
‘Fat, sexy and fecund’ in the main text. Second, we provide a worked ex-
ample (‘Cheating vs caring’) for our quantitative genetic model, based on
simulated data. Datasets and R code for all worked examples are provided
at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1fp7830.

1 Construction of dataset for the worked example
‘Fat, sexy and fecund’

We simulated body size Z, mating success M and reproductive success R
in a sample of 1000 females. We assumed that Z follows a normal distribu-
tion, standardised to have a mean of zero and variance of one. Reproductive
success increases with female size, but is not influenced by mating success:
we assumed that R = 10 + 3(Z + εR), where εR ∼ N (0, 1) is a standard
normal variable that is independent of body size. Mating success also in-
creases with female size, because males prefer larger females: we assumed
M = 5 + 2(Z + εM ), where εM ∼ N (0, 1) is independent of body size.
We rounded values of R and M to the nearest integer. We then converted
any negative values of R to zero (as the number of offspring must be non-
negative). Values of M that were less than one were converted to one (i.e.
we assumed that each female mates at least once).

Results for ‘Fat, sexy and fecund’ are given in Table 2 in the main text.
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2 Cheating vs caring: a worked example of the
quantitative genetic model

Here we construct and analyse a dataset based loosely on socially monoga-
mous birds. We simulate both trait values and a pedigree, which allows us
to apply the quantitative genetic model of sexual selection from the main
text.

2.1 Construction of dataset

We assumed that all males have a social mate, whose offspring they invest in.
They also seek copulations with extra-pair females, whom they advertise to
using an ornament. Extra-pair mating success M increases with ornament
expression O, and reproductive success R increases with both care effort C
and extra-pair mating success M . We assumed that care effort is negatively
correlated with ornament expression at the genetic level, due to inherent
resource trade-offs. However, they are positively correlated at the pheno-
typic level because the total resources available to a male are influenced by
unmeasured environmental effects.

We simulated care effort C, ornament expression O, mating success M and
reproductive success R for a sample of 10 000 males of known parentage.
Our simulation consists of two generations – the parent generation and the
offspring generation, with the measured males belonging to the latter. Each
individual has quantitative genetic traits GC , GO, GM and GR. These
are not breeding values, but contribute to breeding values via the causal
process described below. Values for all genetic traits were assumed to be
multivariate normal. Values for care effort and ornament expression have an
additive genetic correlation of cor(GC , GO) = −0.4 due to resource trade-
offs. All other pairs of genetic traits are independent. For convenience,
we standardised the variables (GC , GO, GM , GR) to have mean zero and
covariance matrix given by:

ΣG =


1 −0.4 0 0
−0.4 1 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (S1)

This is similar to the matrix Gε in Morrissey (2014), in that it represents
additive genetic (co)variances beyond those attributable to causal effects
among the measured traits. The overall additive genetic variance-covariance
matrix among the traits, which includes all causal effects, depends on both
ΣG and the assumed causal relationships given in equations (S3) through
(S5) below (cf. the results in Figure S2b).
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The parent generation consists of 20 000 individuals with an even sex ra-
tio. We simulated genetic trait values for the parent generation according
to the above covariance structure using Cholesky decomposition (Asmussen
& Glynn 2007). We then defined a set of possible parent pairs by assigning
two potential mates to each female at random (yielding 10 000 females ×
2 mates = 20 000 parent pairs). The parents of each male offspring were
drawn from the possible parent pairs at random with replacement (we ig-
nored female offspring). Offspring genetic trait values were simulated as the
mean values of their parents, plus a multivariate normal random variable
with mean zero and covariance matrix 1

2ΣG. This ensures that offspring val-
ues of the genetic traits are normally distributed with variance-covariance
matrix ΣG, which is consistent with an infinitesimal model of inheritance
with no selection (Bulmer 1980; Barton et al. 2017).

For the 10 000 males of the offspring generation, we simulated phenotypic
trait values, mating success and reproductive success. We assumed that en-
vironmental effects on care effort EC and ornament expression EO were mul-
tivariate normal with a strong correlation of cor(EC , EO) = 0.8, reflecting
environmental variance in resources needed by both traits. We standardised
these environmental effects to have mean zero and covariance matrix

ΣE =

[
1 0.8

0.8 1

]
(S2)

Care effort and ornament expression were modelled as the sum of genetic
and environmental effects, with each contributing equally:

C =
1√
2

(GC + EC) , O =
1√
2

(GO + EO) (S3)

The factor of 1/
√

2 ensures that these traits are standard normal random
variables. The overall phenotypic correlation between care effort and orna-
ment expression is cor(C,O) = 0.2.

We modelled each male’s extra-pair mating success as

M = 2 +
1

4
(3O +GM + 4EM ) (S4)

where EM ∼ N (0, 1) is an independent environmental effect. We rounded
values of M to the nearest integer and converted negative values to zero.

Reproductive success is the sum of within-pair reproductive success R0 and
extra-pair reproductive success Ri with each extra-pair mate i:

R = R0 +
M∑
i=1

Ri (S5)
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Within-pair reproductive success was modelled asR0 = 4+1
2 (3C +GR + 4E0).

Extra-pair reproductive success with the ith mate was Ri = 1+ 1
2Ei. In both

cases the Ei ∼ N (0, 1) are independent environmental effects. We rounded
each of the variables R0, R1, . . . , RM to the nearest integer and then con-
verted negative values to zero. Under these assumptions, care effort directly
affects within-pair reproductive success, but ornament expression affects
extra-pair reproductive success indirectly via mating success (Figure S1).
Males typically achieve higher reproductive success with their social mates
than with any particular extra-pair mate.

2.2 Analysis of dataset

We estimated the additive genetic variances and covariances of the traits
(C,O,M,R) using ASReml-R, assuming an unstructured variance-covariance
matrix (see R code in Supporting Information). Care effort and ornament
expression were standardised so that σ2C = σ2O = 1. Mating success and
reproductive success were relativised by dividing by their respective means.
We modelled the relationships as y = µ+ AX + ε, where:

i. y is an n× 4 matrix of trait values with rows (Ci, Oi,Mi, Ri),

ii. µ is a matrix of fixed mean values (i.e. µi = µj for all i, j),

iii. A is the relatedness matrix of dimensions n × n derived from the
pedigree,

iv. X is an n× 4 matrix of estimated additive genetic effects, and

v. ε is a matrix of normally distributed errors with mean zero.

We then estimated path coefficients for the phenotypic model using equa-
tions (5) and (6) and for the genetic model using equations (12) and (13)
from the main text, based on the path diagram in Figure S1.

2.3 Results

At the phenotypic level, both care effort and ornament expression were under
strong positive selection (sC = 0.26 and sO = 0.16; Figure S2). Our model
attributes this mainly to direct remaining selection on C (i.e. care effort
affects reproductive success directly), and to direct sexual selection on O (i.e.
ornament expression affects mating success, which then affects reproductive
success). This pattern of direct selection was reinforced by indirect sexual
selection on C and indirect remaining selection on O, which arose from the
positive phenotypic covariance between these two traits (Table S1).
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Figure S1: Path diagram for the worked example ‘Cheating vs caring’, shown with
care effort C, ornament expression O, mating success M , and reproductive success
R. Single-headed arrows indicate potential causal effects that are included in the
model, shown as solid arrows if there is a true causal effect, and as dashed arrows
if there is no true causal effect. The double-headed arrow indicates a covariance
that is not analysed causally. Path coefficients from A to B are written βAB and
covariances are written σAB .

(a) Phenotypic variance-covariance matrix:

[
PZM s
sT σTR

]
=


σ2C σCO mC sC

σ2O mO sO
Is = σ2M sM

σ2R

 =


1 0.19 0.07 0.26

1 0.36 0.16
0.39 0.15

0.24


(b) Additive genetic variance-covariance matrix:

[
GZM sg
sTg σTgR

]
=


σ2gC σgCO mgC sgC

σ2gO mgO sgO
σ2gM sgM

σ2gR

 =


0.50 −0.21 −0.09 0.08

0.53 0.19 0.01
0.09 0.01

0.02



Figure S2: Estimated phenotypic and additive genetic variance-covariance matrices
for the worked example ‘Cheating vs caring’
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Parameter Formula Value

Phenotypic
path coefficients

Mating
gradients

C βMC 0.00

O βMO 0.36

Selection
gradients

C βRC 0.24

O βRO 0.00

Partial Bateman gradient βRM 0.34

Partial Jones index x′max = βRMσM 0.21

Sexual
selection

Direct
C σ2CβRMβMC 0.00

O σ2OβRMβMO 0.12

Indirect
C σCOβRMβMO 0.02

O σCOβRMβMC 0.00

Total
C

xC = mCβRM
= σ2CβRMβMC + σCOβRMβMO

0.02

O
xO = mOβRM

= σ2OβRMβMO + σCOβRMβMC
0.12

Remaining
selection

Direct
C σ2CβRC 0.24

O σ2OβRO 0.00

Indirect
C σCOβRO 0.00

O σCOβRC 0.05

Total
C rC = σ2CβRC + σCOβRO 0.24

O rO = σ2OβRO + σCOβRC 0.04

Total
selection

Selection
differentials

C sC = σCR = xC + rC 0.26

O sO = σOR = xO + rO 0.16

Table S1: Results of ‘Cheating vs caring’, showing phenotypic path coefficients and
estimates of sexual, remaining and total selection on care effort C and ornament
expression O. All non-zero parameter values are statistically significant.
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Parameter Formula Value

Genetic
path coefficients

Mating
gradients

C βgMC -0.03

O βgMO 0.34

Selection
gradients

C βgRC 0.21

O βgRO 0.03

Partial Bateman gradient βgRM 0.19

Genetic partial
Jones index

x′gmax = βgRMσgM 0.06

Response to
sexual

selection

Direct
C σ2gCβgRMβgMC 0.00

O σ2gOβgRMβgMO 0.03

Indirect
C σgCOβgRMβgMO -0.01

O σgCOβgRMβgMC 0.00

Total
C

xgC = mgCβgRM
= σ2gCβgRMβgMC + σgCOβgRMβgMO

-0.02

O
xgO = mgOβgRM

= σ2gOβgRMβgMO + σgCOβgRMβgMC
0.04

Response to
remaining
selection

Direct
C σ2gCβgRC 0.11

O σ2gOβgRO 0.02

Indirect
C σgCOβgRO -0.01

O σgCOβgRC -0.04

Total
C rgC = σ2gCβgRC + σgCOβgRO 0.10

O rgO = σ2gOβgRO + σgCOβgRC -0.03

Total response
to selection

Genetic
selection

differentials

C sgC = σgCR = xgC + rgC 0.08

O sgO = σgOR = xgO + rgO 0.01

Table S2: Results of ‘Cheating vs caring’, showing genetic path coefficients and
the estimated evolutionary response to sexual, remaining and total selection on care
effort C and ornament expression O.
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The estimated response to selection at the genetic level was much smaller
than the phenotypic selection differentials (sgC = 0.08 and sgO = 0.01;
Figure S2). There are two reasons for this. First, since both genes and
the environment contribute to trait expression, all traits had smaller addi-
tive genetic variance than phenotypic variance (Figure S2). This constrains
the additive genetic covariance between traits and reproductive success, by
which we estimate the response to selection. Second, care effort and or-
nament expression covaried negatively at the genetic level. This genetic
trade-off resulted in negative indirect selection on breeding values for both
traits. Direct and indirect selection consequently pulled in different direc-
tions, which reduced the overall response to selection (Table S2).

Our model controls for care effort and ornament expression when estimating
the relationship between mating success and reproductive success (i.e. the
partial Bateman gradient βRM = 0.34 and genetic partial Bateman gradi-
ent βgRM = 0.19). At the phenotypic level, the simple Bateman gradient
(βss = 0.37) modestly overestimated this relationship by failing to account
for the positive covariance between care effort (which affects reproductive
success) and ornament expression (which affects mating success). The oppo-
site happened at the genetic level, where the negative covariance between C
and O led the genetic simple Bateman gradient (βgss = 0.06) to drastically
underestimate the causal effect of mating success on reproductive success.
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